
ARCH SYSTEMS



Non rigid, flexible matter, shaped in
a certain way & secured at the ends
which can support itself and span
space.

Form active structure systems
develop at their ends horizontal
stresses.

The bearing mechanism of a form
active systems rests essentially on
the material form.

FORM ACTIVE STRUCTURE 
SYSTEM



 A curved structure designed to carry loads across a gap
mainly by compression.
 The mechanical principle of the arch is precisely the same
as that of the portal frame. The straight pieces of material
joined by sharp bends are smoothened into a continuous
curve. This increases the cost of construction but greatly
reduces the stresses.

Arch

 The geometry of the curve
further affects the cost and
stresses. The circular arch is easiest
to construct, the catenary arch is
the most efficient.
 Arches can be three pinned, two
pinned or rigid.



Arch Terminology



 It is important to minimize the arch THRUST so as to
reduce the dimensions of the tie rod, or to ensure that the
soil will not move under the pressure of the abutments.

 The THRUST is proportional to the total LOAD & to the
SPAN, and inversely proportional to the RISE of the arch.

 In arches rise to span ratio should not be less than 1/8

 Riser minimum should be 1/8 of the span & 2/3rd

maximum.

 Lesser rise takes compression but not tensile load.



 In masonry design the arch is
heavy & loaded by the weight of
walls, its shape is usually the
funicular of the dead load, & some
bending is introduced in it by live
loads.

 In large steel arches, the live load
represents a greater share of the
total load & introduces a large
amount of bending but it is seldom
in view of the tensile strength of
steel.

 The SHAPE of the arch may be
chosen to be as close as possible
to the FUNICULAR of the heaviest
loads, so as to minimize BENDING.



 The arch thrust is absorbed by a
tie-rod whenever the foundation
material is not suitable to resist it.

 When it must allow the free
passage of traffic under it, its
thrust is asorbed either by
buttresses or by tie-rods buried
under ground.

 The stationary or moving loads
carried by the arch are usually
supported on a horizontal surface.

 This surface may be above or
below the arch, connected to it by
compression struts or tension
hangers.



MATERIALS USED

CONCRETE-takes more compression

WOOD-both evenly

STEEL-takes more tension



LOAD APPLICATIONS

FUNICULAR ARCHES – CONCENTRATED LOADS

 The sum total of all rotational effects produced about any
such location by the external and internal forces must be zero.
In three hinged arch having a non-funicular shape, this
observation is true only at three hinged conditions.
 The external shear at a section is balanced by an internal
resisting shear force that is provided by vertical component of
the internal axial force.



DESIGN OF ARCH STRUCTURES

The first important consideration when designing a brick arch is
whether the arch is structural or non-structural. That is, will the
arch be required to transfer vertical loads to abutments or will it
be fully supported by a steel angle. While this may seem
obvious, confusion often develops because of the many
configurations of arch construction. To answer this question, one
must consider the two structural requirements necessary for a
brick arch to adequately carry vertical loads. First, vertical loads
must be carried by the arch and transferred to the abutments.
Second, vertical load and lateral thrust from the arch must be
resisted by the abutments.



[A] DESIGNING FOR LOAD VARIATIONS

 One of the most significant aspect of the modern arch is
that it can be designed to sustain some amount of variation in
load without either changing shape or experiencing damage.
 The shape of an arch is initially determined as a response to
its primary loading condition (e.g.: parabolic for uniformly
distributed loads)

If either the arch or the abutment is deficient, the arch must be
considered as non-structural and the arch and its tributary load must
be fully supported by a steel angle or plates. Alternately,
reinforcement may be used to increase the strength of either or both
the arch and the abutments.



[B] SUPPORT ELEMENTS

A basic issue is that whether or not to absorb the horizontal
thrusts by some interior element (a tie rod or by the
foundations). When it is functionally possible the rods are
frequently used.
The rod is a tension element and highly efficient to take up
the outward arch thrusts.
Usually there is less need to support an arch on the top of
vertical elements, the use of buttressing elements is generally
preferable as head room has to be maintained.



[C] CHOICE OF END CONDITIONS

 There are 3 primary types of arches used that are
normally described in terms of end conditions :-

Three hinged arch

Two hinged arch

Fixed end arch

Different end conditions are preferable with respect to different
phenomenon.
The presence of hinges is very important when supports,
settlements and thermal expansions are considered.



Lateral Behavior Of Arches

 To deal with behaviour of arch in the
lateral direction, there are two
methods-

 Provide fixed base connections

 Commonly used is by relying on
members placed transversely to the
arch.

# a pair of arches is stabilized through
use of diagonal elements.

# interior arches are stabilized by
being connected to the end arches
by connecting transverse members

 Lateral  buckling can be solved by laterally bracing arches 
with other elements.



Flashing
 In residential construction, the presence of eaves, overhangs

and small wall areas above openings will reduce the potential for
water penetration at arch locations. However, flashing at an arch
is just as important as over any other wall opening.

 Flashing an arch can be difficult, depending on the type of arch
and the type of flashing material. Jack arches are the easiest to
flash because they are flat.

 Flashing may be placed below the arch on the window framing
for structural arches or above the steel lintel for non-structural
arches.

 Alternately, flashing may be placed in the mortar joint above the
arch or keystone. Attachment of the flashing to the backing and
end dams should follow standard procedures.

 A segmental or semi-circular arch is more difficult to flash
properly. This is because flashing materials such as metal
flashings are very rigid and may be hard to work around a curved
arch.



Construction Concerns

Both structural and non-structural arches must be properly
supported throughout construction. Premature removal of the
temporary support for a structural arch may result in a collapse of
the arch. This is most often due to the introduction of lateral thrust
on the abutment before proper curing has occurred. Out-of-plane
bracing is required for all arches. In veneer construction, it is
provided by the backup material through the wall ties. Arches that
are not laterally braced may require increased masonry thickness or
reinforcements to carry loads perpendicular to the arch plane.
Arches may be constructed of special shapes or regular units. Mortar
joints may be tapered with uncut regular units.

Alternately, regular units may be cut
to maintain uniform joint thickness. In
general, use of specially shaped brick
that result in uniform joint thickness
will be more aesthetically pleasing.
Many brick manufacturers offer such
specially-shaped arch units.



1. Rotation of the arch about the abutment-

Rotation occurs when tension develops in the arch. Tension can be reduced

by increasing the depth or rise of the arch. If tension develops in the arch,

reinforcement can be added to resist the tensile forces.

2. Sliding of the arch at the skewback-

Sliding of the arch will depend on the angle of skewback (measured from

horizontal) and the vertical load carried by the arch. Reinforcement can be

added to avoid sliding at the skewback, as the reinforcement acts as a shear

key.

3. Crushing of the masonry-

Crushing will occur when compressive stresses in the arch exceed the

compressive strength of the brick masonry. If compressive stresses are too

large, the arch must be redesigned with a shorter span or a greater arch

depth. Compression failure seldom occurs.

FAILURE MODES



CORRECTIVE MEASURES AND 
DESIGN CHANGES

 Arches have horizontal restraints and these are responsible
for their superior structural performance.

 During the night the arch shortens and during the day, it
elongates. Similar problems are created by moisture
movement in concrete as the concrete absorbs water and
then dries out again. The stresses caused by temperature and
moisture movement in arches are often much greater than
the stresses caused by the live load, and thus they cannot be
ignored.



EARLY CURVED ARCHES

 Structure was often made more stable
by the superimposition of additional
weight on its top, thus firming up the
arch.

 SHAPE OF ARCH is not chosen for
purely structural reasons. The HALF
CIRCLE, used by the Romans, has
convenient construction properties that
justify its use.

 Similarly, the POINTED gothic arch has
both visual & structural advantages,
while the arabic arch, typical of the
mosques & of some venetian
architecture is ‘incorrect’ from a purely
structural viewpoint.



Notre-Dame Cathedral- Fine
example of Gothic architecture,
built in mid-13th century. Ornate
west entrance shows the use of
arches in early building
construction. (Chartres, France)

Notre-Dame Cathedral- (South
entrance) Note the use of heavy
ornate pinnacles to increase the
stability of the piers against
overturning from horizontal thrust
component of the arch. (Chartres,
France)

King's College Chapel- One of the finest
examples of medieval architecture in
England. Built in 1446-1515, Fan vaulting
in the ceiling is essentially a series of
pointed arches that require external
buttresses to react to the horizontal thrust.
(Cambridge, England)



APPLICATIONS & ADVANTAGES
 Roman & romanesque architecture are immediately recognized by

the circular arch motif. Romans were pioneers in the use of arches
for bridges, buildings, and aqueducts. This bridge, the Ponte
Fabricio in Rome, spans between the bank of the River Tiber and
Tiber Island. Built in 64 B.C. (Rome, Italy.)

 The gothic high rise arch & the buttresses required to absorb its
thrust are typical of one of the greatest achievements in
architectural design.

 Roman circular arches spanned about 100’ & medieval stone
bridges up to 180’.



 The NEW RIVER GORGE BRIDGE in west virginia, the longest steel
arch spans 1700’ (1986).

 The largest single arch span in reinforced concrete built to date is
the 1280feet span KRK BRIDGE , yugoslavia.

 Combinations of trussed arches with cantilevered half arches
connected by trusses were built to span as much as 1800feet in
THE QUEBEC BRIDGE in 1917.

 To this day no other
structural element is
as commonly used to
span large distances
as the arch.



Thank you….


